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ORLANDO: Four months after COVID-19 sent basket-
ball into an unprecedented shutdown, the NBA takes a
leap into the unknown today as the league bids to resur-
rect its season at Disney World in Florida.

The Utah Jazz launch the rebooted campaign against
the New Orleans Pelicans before LeBron James and
Kawhi Leonard go head-to-head in a heavyweight Los
Angeles derby between the Lakers and the Clippers.

The two games mark the start of a painstakingly
crafted plan to stage the remainder of the basketball
season safely in the midst of an ongoing pandemic
which has already claimed around 150,000 lives in the
United States.

To mitigate the risks, the NBA is basing 22 teams
within a tightly controlled “bubble” inside Disney
World’s sprawling 40-square mile campus in Orlando.
Teams will play games at
three venues inside the
ESPN World Wide of
Sports complex inside the
park, with no fans in atten-
dance and only a smatter-
ing of journalists at each
game.

Just over 350 players
will be housed at three
hotels located throughout
Disney World, with access
to each location severely
restricted and visits from
outsiders strictly forbidden until the playoffs start.

Players arriving in Orlando were required to spend
48 hours isolated in their hotel rooms until they had
received two negative tests for COVID-19. Testing will
continue inside the bubble but it is not known how fre-
quently this will take place.

While multi-millionaire stars such as the Lakers’
James have joked that entering the bubble felt like
starting a jail term, so far the launch of the project has
gone smoothly.

Practice games have passed off without a hitch, and
the most recent round of testing found zero positive cas-
es out of 346 players tested.

“It requires significant sacrifice from our players,”
NBA commissioner Adam Silver told the New York
Times this week.

“From my standpoint, it’s going very well, and I’m
cautiously optimistic that we’re on the right track,” Silver
added. “But I also recognize what we’re doing has not
been done before, and the competition is just beginning.
The real test will come when players are commingling,
playing basketball without masks and without physical
distancing.”

There have been some early glitches however as
players adjust to the relatively spartan surroundings of
the bubble. Los Angeles Clippers guard Lou Williams
was forced to quarantine for 10 days after being pho-
tographed at an Atlanta strip club during a trip to attend
a family funeral.

The Sacramento Kings’
Richaun Holmes also land-
ed back in quarantine after
he left the bubble to pick-
up a delivery of take-out
food.    Inside the bubble’s
three arenas, meanwhile,
the legacy of the tumul-
tuous protests which
erupted in the weeks fol-
lowing the death of
George Floyd in May will
be on full view.

Giant “Black Lives
Matter” slogans have been written on each court, while
players will be allowed to wear jerseys adorned with
social justice messages ranging from “I Can’t Breathe” to
“Justice Now” and “Education Reform.”

On the courts, all eyes will be on James and his
Lakers teammates as they attempt to return to the pin-
nacle of the NBA when the season wraps in October.

After a disappointing first season in Los Angeles,
where the Lakers failed to reach the playoffs, James
returned with a vengeance this season, leading the team
to the top of the Western Conference before the
COVID-19 pandemic erupted. The Lakers and five other
Western Conference teams — the Clippers, the Denver

Nuggets, Utah Jazz, Oklahoma City Thunder and
Houston Rockets have already assured themselves of
spots in the playoffs, which start on August 17.

The biggest threat to James’ hopes of winning a
fourth NBA championship is expected to come from the
Eastern Conference, where Giannis Antetokounmpo is
aiming to guide the Milwaukee Bucks to their first title in
nearly half a century. The Bucks had ran away with the
Eastern Conference before the hiatus, opening up a 6.5
game lead over the Toronto Raptors.

Antetokounmpo, who grew up in poverty in Greece
as the son of Nigerian immigrants, smiles at the sugges-

tion NBA players are facing hardship in their confined
environment in Orlando.

“It doesn’t matter where you are in life, there’s always
something to complain, there’s always a problem and an
issue,” Antetokounmpo said.

“My apartment in Greece, when I was younger, with
my four brothers, was way smaller than the suite that I
have in the hotel, so I’m just trying to enjoy the moment.”

Antetokounmpo’s viewpoint was echoed by
Oklahoma City Thunder’s Steven Adams.  “Let’s be clear
mate,” the New Zealander said. “This is not Syria. We’re
living in a bloody resort.” —AFP

Bubble-wrapped NBA readies for relaunch

Photo of the day

Luciano Benavides (ARG) of the Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team performs during Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge. —Photo taken from www.redbullcontentpool.com

Players arriving in Orlando required to spend 48 hours isolated in their hotel room

Russian athletics 
asks to delay 
suspension
MOSCOW: Russia’s athletics federation on Tuesday sent a
letter to the world athletics body, asking them to delay a
planned review after it failed to pay a doping fine.

World Athletics is set to discuss the situation regarding
the Russian Athletics Federation (RUSAF) on July 30 and
may completely revoke its status, ending hopes for athletes
to compete under a neutral flag.

This has been a looming threat following the failure by
RUSAF to pay half of a $10 million fine by July 1, part of a
set of sanctions for breaching anti-doping rules.

In a letter to World Athletics chief Sebastian Coe,
RUSAF hoped the World Athletics council would consider
“postponing the decision on the RUSAF case to a later
date.” It promised the federation is committed to “over-
come the crisis” with crucial reforms and noted that “the
entire RUSAF platform should be revised to become a
trusted ally of World Athletics.”

The federation once again said it had failed to pay the
fine on time due to lack of funds.  “The external financial
assistance RUSAF expected to receive has not been
secured” by the deadline, it said in the letter the federation
shared with AFP. Russian athletics has been in crisis since
2015 when it was banned for repeated doping scandals, and
its athletes missed the 2016 Olympic Games.

The world body had frozen the process of allowing
clean athletes to compete as neutrals last November but
then allowed 10 athletes to be authorised in exchange for
the fine being paid.

Yevgeny Yurchenko, who became RUSAF president in
February to deal with the crisis, said on July 1 that RUSAF
“does not have the money” in a blow to athletes who had
hopes to compete in next year’s Olympic Games.

He proceeded to quit two weeks later.  Frustration has
been building in the athletics community with some top
competitors leaving Russia while others have threatened to
quit or switch countries. —AFP

KUWAIT: Drift star Ahmad Daham has again teamed
up with Lexus, this time to develop the most power-
ful, most advanced Lexus drift car on the planet.

The thoughtful build set out to not only develop on
the success of his previous RCF Drift effort, but also
to showcase Lexus top-flight performance-craft to
the global Drift community. This Red Bull athlete’s lat-
est FIA Drift-spec machine is a 1,200hp RCF-based
weapon weighing 1250kg/2755lb - covered in abe-
spoke featherweight Carbon Kevlar body shell. 

Moreover, there was a purpose and a focus to
this build beyond just raw power and speed.
Daham’s RCF Carbon Kevlar, which he hopes to be
campaigning in drift championships around the
world, involves an obsessive attention to detail in the
chassis, power train, and presentation that elevates
the craft of its execution to mirror Lexus levels of
takumi car-building.

The result is a unique, world-class drift car that,
even in a region renowned for high-power ultimate-
level builds, is truly exceptional. Daham chose the
Lexus RC F as the platform for his latest project after
building his first RC F drift car which thrilled the
crowds on its debut at The Goodwood Festival of
Speed in 2019.

“I am honored to be partnering with a brand like
Lexus. I am really thankful for the support the team
has provided me as I built the new RC F Carbon
Kevlar for the upcoming season. This car is so much
fun to drive and I cannot wait to push it to its limit.
We have learned a lot in 2019 as we kept a ‘Kaizen’
philosophy in our research and development.  I look
forward to another successful season and am confi-
dent with this partnership we will be able to achieve
all our objectives,” said Ahmad.

“Building a car like this took so much effort not
only from me, but from the team and partners to
help me achieve my goals with this machine. I would

like to thank every single partner for their continu-
ous support and labor done to complete this proj-
ect” he added.

This second car has many refinements over the
first RC F drift car, not least because Daham had
more time to build it. The first car was conceived and
built in a record 70 days and stands as testament to
the builder’s capability and resourcefulness. 

Two themes are central to the latest RC F Carbon
Kevlar drift car - more power and less weight. The
weight loss over the standard RCF was achieved by
thoroughly rethinking the stripped platform and then
fabricating this race vehicle using materials focused
on weight reduction. In addition, mass was also more
optimally positioned in the chassis to support car’s
drift mission. The locally fabricated “Python Garage”
fabricated super-light Carbon-Kevlar body panels
helping the whole car shave more than 500kg.of the
showroom RC F as part of the mission to achieve a
weight that is competitive amongst other drifters 

The power part of the equation has been provided
by inserting a heavily tuned - 1,200hp is four times
the standard output - version of the tuner-favorite
2JZ straight-six single turbo motor in place of the
standard car’s naturally aspirated V8.

The iron-blocked 2JZ motor, which drives through
a four-speed Samson as sequential gearbox and
twin-plate Competition Clutch, was chosen due to the
wide variety of readily available tuning parts. 

The 2JZ’s legendary robustness, compact size and
familiar architecture have made it a proven source of
motivation for high output drift efforts around the
globe. Ahmad’s years of familiarity with this engine
also helps make it easier to tune, modify and adjust
quickly at drift events. 

Key tuning components include a Garrett
GTX3584 turbocharger, GSC Power Division valve
train and a triple-pump fuel system from Radium

Engineering. 
A Titan Motorsport dry sump has been added to

improve reliability and a Nitrous Express 200hp kit
bolted on to help spool up the turbo and cool the
intake charge.

Since keeping a close eye on all these systems is
critical to drift success, Daham has included his pre-
ferred equipment from New Zealand’s Link company
- a Thunder ECU and MXS Strada dash. 

With the power and the weight where Daham
wanted them, he turned his attention to the chassis
tuning to make the most of the changes. 

The most significant alterations include swapping
the rear differential for a Winters unit - purely to
enable swift trackside ratio changes. And the replace-

ment of the brakes with Wilwood racing calipers, to
reduce unsprung mass - which enables faster changes
of direction.

FIGs engineering was tapped to make the angle
kit, a drift car essential. Three-way BC racing
coilovers are used to allow adjustments to both
rebound and compression damping to allow Daham
to perfect his set up.

The finishing touches are a set of Japan’s finest
Rays Engineering 57CR wheels riding on R888R
TOYO rubber.

ORLANDO: Kyle O’Quinn #9 of the Philadelphia 76ers handles the ball against the Dallas Mavericks during
a scrimmage on July 28, 2020 at HP Field House at ESPN Wide World of Sports in Orlando, Florida. —AFP
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Red Bull’s athlete Ahmad Daham reveals the most advanced Lexus drift machine on the planet


